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420 RACE TEAM | NEW BEDFORD!      July 13, 2013            
PETE HAZELETT  420 RACE COACH 
	 It is always frustrating to go into a day of 
racing knowing the breeze is going to die. The 
NCS 420 race team headed out on the morning of 
July 13th for the first day of NBJR/Bemis. The 
team consisted of Matias Sejersen, Samantha 
Kieffer, Abigail Turner,  Richard Oates, James 
R o g g e v e e n a n d 
O l i v i a Va n D e n 
Born. After towing 
the k ids out the 
course and doing a 
few drills, the racers 
got their heads in the 
game for day one. As 
expected, the wind 
slowly died from race 
to race. The RC 
managed to complete 
three total, with the 
last race being a 
comple te d r i f t e r. 
NCS sailed to the 
best of their abilities, 
trying to keep focused 
while bobbing around in Padanaram sound. 
James/Olivia and Abigail/Richard finished 38th 
and 41st out of 75 boats on the day. Matias/Sam 
finished 50th. After a wet tow in and a rainy BBQ, 
the soggy sailors retired to their housing for the 
night.

 Day two greeted us with zero wind, but a 
forecast to build. Again,  we towed out to the race 
area. By the time we got out there, the first breath 
of the forecasted southwesterly began to fill.   We 
ran some drills to prep for the day. As predicted, 
the breeze picked up with each hour on the water. 
The RC was able to complete four races that day 
before the 2pm time limit indicated in the NOR 
and SI’s. The NCS team had its ups and downs. 
After the second race we all agreed it was time to 

change rig settings as the breeze was now around 
10kts. Team Abigail/Richard rounded top twenty 
at the leeward gates in the following race, only to 
grossly over-stand the finish due to confusion, 
finishing 34th out of 75. James/Olivia sailed 
relatively well. A few starts put them in the hole off 

the bat,  but they 
succeeded in grinding 
b a c k d o w n w i n d 
almost every race. 
M at i a s / S a m h a d 
several good starts, 
but sailed unneeded 
distance downwind 
and failed to protest 
boats that fouled 
them because the 
“fleet was so big it 
d i d n ’ t s e e m 
important.” Overall, 
this is one of the most 
difficult 420 regattas 
in the northeastern 
circuit during the 

summer. The team is still burdened by small 
mistakes that compound over a 1.5mile course. We 
now look towards Falmouth as solid contenders. 
Everything “clicking” is within reach, we can feel 
it. I would like to congratulate the NCS 420 race 
team for not getting frustrated and keeping 
focused. Although, we may not have been at the 
top of the standings,  each team still beat at least 21 
boats. We have come a long way in two years. 
Congratulations guys.

 Results:

Matias Sejersen/Sam Kieffer  54/75

Abigail Turner/Richard Oates  47/75

James Roggeveen/Olivia van den Born  41/75    

Photo Courtesy of Pete Hazelett
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420 RACE TEAM | THE CJ BUCKLEY REGATTA
July 29-31, 2013 PETE HAZELETT, 420 HEAD RACE COACH

 The CJ Buckley Regatta is  a yearly event 
started in 2003. It is held in memory of CJ 
Buckley who passed away in December, 2002 
from brain cancer. The regatta is hosted by the 
East Greenwich Yacht Club and Greenwich Bay 
Sailing Association. This year the regatta was 
held from July 29-31st. 242 sailors from 36 teams 
competed in 462 races. This is a living testament 
to the spirit of CJ Buckley. The NCS 420 Race 
team makes a strong effort to attend this regatta 
every year. Not only is the regatta supporting a 
good cause, it is also the Jr. Team Race National 
Championships. So, as one would expect, the 
regatta is very competitive. Our main goal for 
attending is for the kids to receive a bountiful 
amount of team racing experience and have fun 
doing it. 

	 For the 2013 CJ Buckley, 
the NCS 420 Race Team was 
r e p r e s e n t e d b y J a m e s 
Roggeveen, Olivia Van Den 
Born, Matias Sejersen, Indiana 
Sobol, Lisa Genthner and 
Richard Oates. The team 
sailed 25 races in three days, an 
unprecedented ratio compared 
to fleet racing. Conditions were 
fantastic, sunny and good 
breeze for three days in a row. 
Our first seeding round went 
well. Finishing the round with a 
2-3 record. Afterword, our 
h i n d r a n c e s f ro m s i m p l e 
mistakes and unfair judge 
rulings began to drastically 
affect our record. In two 
rounds,  we should have gone 
4-6. Unfortunately, on paper we 
finished 0-10. The team had a small comeback in 

the second round of day two, we finished 4-1 in 
the fourth round. With a strong finish to end the 
day, the team was happy with the outcome of the 
event so far. Day three greeted us with a light sea 
breeze filling in at 11am. Unfortunately, the team 
had two bad starts and one mistake that cost us 
the race. We finished 1-4 on the round. 

 Again, our goal in attending this regatta is 
for the NCS racers to receive a bountiful amount 
of team race experience, have fun doing it and 
support a very special regatta. I believe no matter 
how we end up in the results, we achieve these 
goals every year. We finished this year in fourth 
place in the white fleet. Congratulations to the 
NCS 420 Race Team sailors who attended and 
fought for the win in every race, every day.        

Photo Op!  NCS and NYC sailors ferry back 
to the island together after the CJ. 
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PLACE POINTS SAIL NUMBER SKIPPER/CREW

1 10 6393 Stewart Sykes/ Gigi Diserio (NYC)

2 12 9360 Griffin Ernst/ Will Paulson (NYC)

3 18 6 Isabella Wilkenson/ Spencer Paulson (NYC)

4 21 5665 Lucas Shapiro/ Amelia Murphy (NCS)

5 24 3582 Tristam Ravenscraft/ Molly Warms (NCS)

6 28 4490 Emma Heald/ Julia Sachman (NCS)

7 32 5667 Paige Harty/ Taylor McDonald (NYC)

8 39 4496 Fernando Young/ Alex Ulm (NCS)

9 42 6567 Sloane Hauck/ Caroline Seiter (NYC)

420 BLUE TEAM | THE JOBSON CUP

420 RESULTS

HOSTED BY GHYC FOR INTERMEDIATE 420 AND OPTI SAILORS
August 1, 2013
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PLACE POINTS SAIL NUMBER SKIPPER/CREW

1 11 19392 Jack Dacey (GHYC)

2 14 3 Mac Dilatush (NYC)

3 18 301 Thomas Madison (NCS)

4 21 209 James Taffe (NCS)

5 21 2 Scott Wenor (NYC)

6 28 201 Ben Rudd (NCS)

7 29 302 Kate Warms (NCS)

8 35 202 Sadie Bernstein (NCS)

9 36 6 Teddy Taylor (NYC)

10 36 7 Campbell Taylor (NYC)

11 36 13 Annecy Taylor (NYC)

12 48 205 Gillian Anotnietti (NCS)

13 53 4 Matson Schurr (NYC)

14 57 12 Charlie Lavalee (NYC)

15 58 1 Quint Schurr (NYC)

16 64 (no #) Lake Gifford (NYC)

17 67 8 Lillian Vittone (NYC)

18 68 11 Meredith Broadus (NYC)

19 71 9 Grady Mackeigan (NYC)

20 75 9 Sydney Mackeigan (NYC)

21 78 204 Phaedra Plank (NCS)

OPTI RESULTS
OPTI BLUE TEAM | THE JOBSON CUP
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 It was hard to believe that the last off-island regatta was already upon us. There we were, unloading 
boats for the last time of the season. Although, any sentiment didn’t surface till the day we left,  the notion 
was in the back of our minds. The NCS 420 Race team had just arrived for the Scituate Jr. Regatta which 
would run from Monday August 5th-6th. The crew comprised of: James Roggeveen, Olivia Van Den Born, 
Lisa Genthner, Indiana Sobol, Abigail Turner and Richard Oates. We rigged up, splashed the coach boat, 
got some chow, and headed back to our respectable housing.

 A strong northerly breeze and chilly temperatures greeted us on Monday morning. After the skippers 
meeting and harbor start, we headed out for day one. Wind conditions lightened throughout the day. This 
provided for some of the most challenging conditions by race number four; the infamous “light and lumpy.” 
The NCS team sailed well. James and Olivia started out with two top five finishes. Abigail and Richard 
finished off the day with tenth and fifth place finishes. Lisa and Indiana had a good second race and great 
last race but unfortunately were OCS. Overall, the team did a good job at getting off the line, sticking to 
one side, and not sailing any extra distance than necessary on the leeward legs. We polished off the day 
with some much-needed showers, food and rest.  

  Tuesday was scheduled to be short. With lunch on shore at 2pm, we knew that the Race Committee 
would only be able to get off about two races. Conditions were the opposite of Monday. Very light in the 
morning but forecasted to build throughout the day. Due to the light breeze, many boats that struggled to 
keep their boat flat during day one had a weight advantage over much of the fleet. NCS continued to sail 
strong. With many top twenty finishes and a ninth place finish by Lisa and Indiana, we either moved up in 
the standings or only slipped slightly. The key to doing well was to get off the line clean and at the gun, get 
out to a side where you wouldn’t be blanked by the fleet,  and then try to sail in clean air without sailing 
away from the leeward marks. We did a good job at this, especially on the leeward legs. At the end of the 
day James/Olivia finished 9th,  Abigail/Richard finished 11th, and Lisa/Indiana finished 21st out of 77 
registered boats. Congratulations guys! Great way to wrap up the off-island season!

Scituate Results: http://www.regattanetwork.com/clubmgmt/applet_regatta_results.php?regatta_id=6958

420 RACE TEAM| SCITUATE JR. REGATTA
PETE HAZELETT 420 RACE COACH August 5-6, 2013

http://www.regattanetwork.com/clubmgmt/applet_regatta_results.php?regatta_id=6958
http://www.regattanetwork.com/clubmgmt/applet_regatta_results.php?regatta_id=6958
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420 RACE TEAM | SCITUATE JR. REGATTA 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PETE HAZELETT

James Roggevven/Olivia van den Born in 6953 head to 
round the mark in first.

Abigail Turner/Richard Oates (black kite) approaching mark in first.
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The 2013 off-island regatta season continued into 
August for the NCS Opti Race Team with the 
Scituate Junior Regatta hosted by the Scituate 
Yacht Club. The team for the event consisted of  
Jack Parsons and myself. With a smaller fleet size, 
this event provided a great opportunity for Jack to 
cement some of  the skills that he had learned at 
the larger, more competitive events earlier on in 
the season.
	 Jack and I traveled off-island on Sunday, 
August 4th with the NCS 420 Race Team. After 
getting to the venue and setting up our boat, Jack 
and I grabbed a quick dinner with the 420 team 
and then settled in to our regatta housing for the 
night. 
 The following day 
brought a steady fifteen-
knot northerly breeze 
and plenty of  sunshine. 
The racing area for the 
Opti line was just south 
of  the opening from 
Scituate Harbor, which 
meant that there was a 
stiff  breeze and moderate 
waves. Racing quickly 
got underway on the 
forty-boat line. Jack’s 
starts––a major focus for 
him this season––struggled early in the day. The 
combination of  breezy conditions and a relatively 
small starting line meant that things were getting a 
little tight during the starting sequence. Often 
times early in the day, Jack would get caught in the 
chaos at the favored end of  the line, forcing him to 
have a back row start. As the day went on, 
however, we started to prioritize finding open 
space on the starting line, which allowed him to get 
to the front row, thereby giving him more strategic 
options further up the beat. 
 As Jack’s starts improved, so too did his 
upwind racing. It became pretty clear that 

something had clicked in his mind as Jack began to 
sail in phase with the wind shifts and make the 
smart tactical and strategic decisions that allowed 
him to pass boats on the upwind legs. After having 
a tough leeward mark rounding in the fourth race 
that caused him to lose nearly a dozen boats, Jack 
split from a large pack on the next upwind and 
sailed out towards the right side of  the course—a 
bold strategy. It ended up paying off, however, 
when he sailed into pressure and a big “righty,” 
allowing him to sail right back into the top ten 
pack. When I asked Jack about his rationale 
behind such a risky move, he told me that he saw 
better breeze and a big right shift coming, which 

was exactly the case. 
	 After five races, the 
race committee called it a day 
and sent the Optis into shore. 
Despite the inconsistency in 
his results, it was a successful 
first day for Jack.
 The second day 
brought a less promising 
forecast: a light, dying breeze. 
Nonetheless, the race 
committee wasted no time 
getting us out on the water 
and getting the first race 

underway.  Jack’s first race was 
nearly perfect. A great start followed by a well-
played beat allowed him to round the first mark in 
first place. Sadly, he made a tough strategic 
decision on the last upwind, which allowed several 
boats to pass him; however, it was still one of  his 
finest races of  the summer. As the breeze got 
lighter, Jack’s starts struggled in the final two races. 
At the end of  the day, his performance was good 
enough for fourteenth overall, clearly his best 
overall performance of  the summer!

OPTI RACE TEAM| SCITUATE JR. REGATTA
JAKE BRADT, OPTI RACE COACH August 5-6, 2013

Photo above: Jack leading the fleet around the windward 
mark. Photo Courtesy of Jake Bradt.
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The 2013 off-island regatta season concluded for 
the NCS Opti Race Team at the Hyannis Junior 
Invitational, hosted by the Hyannis Yacht Club 
on August 8th. The team for the event consisted 
of  Jack Parsons, Kate Warms, Kyle Quattrocchi, 
and Ben Rudd and joining me for the trip was 
the Opti Blue coach, Ben Meyers. 
 The six of  us traveled off-island on the 
afternoon of  August 7th. Upon getting to 
Hyannis, we dropped off  our boats at the venue, 
which allowed Kate and Ben, for whom this was 
their first off-island event, the opportunity to get 
acquainted with their boats. After a quick dinner, 
we made a pit stop at a local mini-golf  course 
before heading to our host’s house for the 
evening. 
 After a good night sleep, we packed up 
our things and headed to the venue. On our 
arrival, we were greeted by a building twelve-
knot southerly and rain on the horizon. We then 
set to work getting ourselves rigged and ready in 
time for the skipper’s meeting, which was then 
followed by a brief  team meeting, during which 
we outlined some personal goals for the day. 
	 The day got off  to a good start for Kyle, 
who had a perfect front-row start and was able to 
play the shifts well on the first beat, ultimately 
leading to a fourth place finish in this 
competitive, forty-five boat fleet. Kyle gave a 
repeat performance the next race, however, a 
tough leeward mark rounding caused him to lose 
a few boats that he had gained on the 
downwind, ultimately leading to a finish just 
outside of  the top ten. Jack, who had a tough 
start in his first race, also had a great start in the 
second race, allowing him to finish right in front 
of  Kyle. 
 The first few starts were a bit unluckier 
for Ben and Kate. Solid second and third-row 
starts meant that these three spent a lot of  time 
trying to catch boats throughout their first and 

second races, a tough task given the skill of  the 
fleet. After the second race, we took some time to 
reevaluate our starting techniques. Instead of  
prioritizing being on the favored end, we opted 
to search for open space on the line, which 
would allow us to start on the front row and cross 
the line with plenty of  speed at go. With this in 
mind, Ben and Kate attacked the next few starts 
with a newfound fury—no surprise, their starts 
significantly improved, and continued to improve 
throughout the day. 
	 One thing that all four sailors excelled at 
throughout the day was their downwind strategy. 
Without fail, all four of  them were able to catch 
boats on the downwind legs because they 
realized the virtue of  not following the pack, but 
rather sailing on the rhumb line to the mark, 
thereby minimizing the amount of  distance that 
they were sailing. 
	 As the day went on, the breeze picked up 
significantly, making things a bit trickier on the 
Opti line. Our sailors handled the tough 
conditions well and were all able to put up solid 
performances over the five races throughout the 
day. All things considered, it was a great showing 
from NCS and a good step forward for all four 
sailors. 

OPTI RACE TEAM| HYANNIS JR. INVITATIONAL REGATTA
JAKE BRADT, OPTI RACE COACH August 8, 2013

The Team hits the mini-golf course hard to prep for the 
next day on the water!  See more photos on the next page.
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Kyle Quattrocchi heads downwind (red, white and 
blue attire.)  Photo courtesy of Jake Bradt.

NCS Opti Racers Jack Parsons, Ben Rudd, Kyle 
Quattrocchi and Kate Warms. Photo courtesy of Jake 

Bradt.
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(continued on next page)

NANTUCKET RACE WEEK/YOUTH EVENTS!  August 10-18, 2013            
EMILY TAYLOR/PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

The Nantucket Race Week youth events were a great success this year!  The 420 and Opti events were 
held on Monday and Tuesday, August 12-13, followed by PHRF events later in the week on our two J/
105s (where Keelboat Blue sailors joined NCS staff  members to race the boats, Prima and Clio.)  The 
Opti and 420 regattas were sailed inside of  Coatue - the 420 event between first and second points and 

the Opti event off  of  Pocomo Point.  Thirty-eight youth sailors, from NCS, NYC and GHYC, competed 
in the 420 event, which was scored in both a Championship and Green Fleet.

Nantucket Race Week
420 Fleet Results

1 5755 NCS JAMES ROGGEVEEN/OLIVIA VAN DEN BORN R 20pts 1st Championship

2 5754 NCS ABIGAIL TURNER/RICHARD OATES R 25pts 2nd Championship

3 5883 NYC SOPHIA DISERIO/PEGGY KILVERT R 3rd Championship

4 6 NYC CHAD KILVERT/JULIA FEIGEN R 42pts

5 5753 NCS LISA GENTHNER/INDIANA SOBOL R 42pts

6 5419 NCS SABRINA KYBURG/SAMANTHA KIEFFER R 52pts

7 16393 NYC NICHOLAS TAUSIG-EDWARDS/GEORGE PSICHOS R 57pts

8 6394 NYC WILL PAULSEN/SPENCER PAULSEN R 64pts

9 6393 NYC LOUISA LINDGREN/GRACE HARRINGTON R 83pts

10 8 NYC STEWART M. SYKES/GIGI DISERIO R 85pts

11 845 NYC MARSHALL KILVERT/MATT LAU-HANSEN R 99pts

12 4490 NCS TRISTRAM RAVENSCROFT/FERNANDO YOUNG G 99 1st Green

13 Blank NCS LUCAS SHAPIRO/LULU DESAI G 109pts 2nd Green

14 9360 NYC MICHAEL LUSTIG/SARAH PAULSEN G 118pts 3rd Green

15 6410 NYC GEORGE TAYLOR/SPENCER DAVIS G 121pts

16 9 NYC ISABELLA WILKINSON/OLIVIA SOWLES G 139pts

17 6566 GHYC SLOANE HAUCK/MORGAN DOHERTY G 140pts

18 4496 NCS MORGAN RAVENSCROFT/MOLLY WARMS G 141pts

19 5665 NCS ALEX ULM/JULIA SACHMAN G 162pts
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OPTI GREEN

1 2002 NYC SCOTT YENOR 9pts

2 14412 NYC MAC DILATUSH 23pts

3 0 NYC/NCS GILLIAN ANTONIETTI 26pts  

4 4 NYC TEDDY TAYLOR 32pts

5 2005 NYC ANNECY KAGAN 39pts

6 8 NYC MATSON SCHORR 51pts

7 210 NCS ROSS ROSENBERG 52pts

8 3 NYC QUINT SCHORR 52pts

9 2 NYC CAMPBELL TAYLOR 56pts

10 11 NYC LUKE HALE 56pts

11 5 NYC  LAKE GIFFORD 65pts

12 1 NYC CHRISTOPHER DAVIS 74pts

13 13 NYC EMILY MCKERROW 76pts

14 6 NYC LILLIAN VITTONE 85pts

15 10 NYC ELIZA MCKERROW 91pts

OPTI CHAMPIONSHIP

1 17396 MSA ROWAN BYRNE 16pts

2 14993 MSA CLAYTON BOOMA  29pts  

3 1111 NYC THIBAULT ANTONIETTI 29pts

4 17977 MSA KATE GILMAN 33pts

5 1113 NYC THOMAS GLOVER 39pts

6 2001 NCS KYLE QUATTROCCHI 46pts

7 2900 NYC WILLIAM GEORGE 48pts

8 21 NYC GIGI GLOVER 49pts

9 3520 CT FINN JOHNSTON 50pts

10 2002 NCS JACK PARSONS 69pts

11 2000 NYC CRAWFORD MITCHELL 77pts

12 15493 NYC PROSSER CATHEY 79pts

13 16658 MSA WILL DAVIS 84pts

14 2003 NCS BEN RUDD 86pts

15 166581 MSA HANNAH FREEMAN 89pts

16 1114 NYC KATIE GEORGE 90pts

17 16312 NCS KATE WARMS 113pts

18 208 MSA ALDEN IROSE 118pts

19 14749 MSA MARY GILMAN 119pts

20 15600 MSA JENNIFER ONEIL 122pts

Nantucket Race Week
Opti Fleet Results 

Thirty-five sailors, from NCS, NYC, GHYC, Manchester Sailing Association (with 8 sailors!) and a 
lone sailor from CT joined us on the Opti line this year.  The fleet was started and scored separately 

in Green and Championship.

Photo Copyright Karen 
Ryan Photography
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Nantucket Race Week
PHRF Results 

Both CLIO and PRIMA sailed the Race to Nantucket and the two subsequent days of  the Sail 
Nantucket Regatta.  Each boat had a crew consisting of  both NCS instructors and NCS students from the 

teen Keelboat Blue class. 

Race to Nantucket: CLIO, August 16
PRIMA Crew: Chris Raymond, Eric Schwarm, Marina Sachs, Morgan Fog, Henry Desai, Ben Rudd, 
Hugh Salvoldelli
CLIO Crew: Nick Aswad, Jake Bradt, Hannah Johnson, David Mazotas, Alex Ulm, Kai Johnston, James 
Salvoldelli
Results: Clio and Prima finished 1st and 2nd respectively in the Spinnaker Division

Sail Nantucket Regatta: CLIO, August 17-18

Friday PRIMA Crew: Chris Raymond, Eric Schwarm, Pete Hazelett, Andrew Youngman, Henry Desai, 
Hugh Salvoldelli

Saturday PRIMA Crew: Chris Raymond, Eric Schwarm, Justin Wayne, Henry Desai, Ben Rudd, Teddy 
Bulajic

Friday CLIO Crew: Nick Aswad, Adam Ceely, Hannah Johnson, Kyle Gagnon, Jack Parsons, Alex Ulm, 
James Salvoldelli

Saturday CLIO Crew: Nick Aswad, Ben Meyers, Michelle Hernandez, Richard Oates, Teddy Leinbach, 
Kai Johnston, Anna Bulajic

Results: Clio and Prima finished 4th and 5th respectively in the Spinnaker B Division. 

Photo left: copyright Karen Ryan Photography.  Photo right: courtesy of 
Tracy Doherty - Clio finishing the Race to Nantucket. 
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Need Christmas or birthday gift ideas for your racer?  Great gear options are available for students spending 
long days on the water in a more competitive setting:

Life jacket - NCS provides life jackets/PFDs for all students, including off-island racers, but sometimes racers 
may prefer a more sleek-fitting PFD.  Check out Annapolis Performance Sailing's website to find a jacket that 
your sailor likes. Many styles are available, but the PFD must be US Coast Guard Type III-approved.

Whistle - All sailors - especially those sailing more independently at regattas - should have a whistle attached 
to their life jacket for safety.  Annapolis Performance Sailing sells whistles on their website, but they can also be 
found at West Marine  or Olympia Sports.

Sailing gloves - Sailors who spend longer days on the water, and in windier conditions, often need sailing 
gloves to prevent blisters. West Marine and Annapolis Performance Sailing have great options on their website.  
Companies like West Marine, Gill and Harken make great “Junior Gloves” with 3/4 fingers.

Spray Top - Sailing in windier conditions can mean getting hit with a lot of  spray.  Spray tops are great for 
keeping sailors warm and dry.  Gill and Henry Lloyd make great “junior dinghy/spray tops/smocks.”  These 
can be found on the West Marine or Annapolis Performance Sailing websites- generally under "Foul Weather 
Gear" or "Apparel." The top should be a pullover, allowing for a seal at the neck, and should also have seals at 
the wrists.

Wicking/Synthetic/Non-cotton Apparel - Sailors who are on the water all day should not be wearing 
cotton!  Any long-sleeve- for sun protection- wicking top is great, especially under a spray top; it dries quickly 
and doesn't chafe when wet.  These "technical shirts" or "rash guards" can be found on the Annapolis 
Performance Sailing website, but Under Armor shirts- often found at Olympia Sports or other sporting goods 
store – can be great too.

Sunglasses - Sailing on the water all day can damage eyes. All sailors- especially those competing in regattas- 
should wear eye protection.  Sunglasses should always be polarized to reduce glare and should have croakies 
attached.

Footwear - Some sailors prefer to wear a more technical shoe as they become more competitive in the boat.  
Sailing shoes should always have a closed toe, dry quickly, and stay put.  At the more advanced level, old 
sneakers and Crocs fail to meet these latter two requirements.  Keens are great, and particularly for sailors in 
the 420, dinghy boots are great.  Gill, Zhik and Ronstan make boots, all of  which can be found on the 
Annapolis Performance Sailing website.

Spray Pants - 420 sailors, especially those sailing in the shoulder seasons, tend to wear spray pants along with 
their spray tops on colder days.  These aren't really necessary for most of  the summer sailing done on and 
around Nantucket, although more advanced 420 sailors may choose to buy a pair, for colder/rainy days on the 
water.  Gill, Henry Lloyd and SLAM all make spray pants/salopettes/bibs – and websites like Annapolis 
Performance Sailing and Team One Newport are great resources.

Watch - Opti and 420 racers should have a digital stop watch when sailing off-island. This will allow them to 
set it according to the starting sequence to ensure they are at the start on-time.  Any Timex (or other) digital 
watch will do!

WINTER GIFT IDEAS

http://www.apsltd.com/
http://www.apsltd.com/
http://www.westmarine.com/
http://www.westmarine.com/
http://www.olympiasports.net/
http://www.olympiasports.net/
http://www.team1newport.com/
http://www.team1newport.com/
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Congratulations to all of  our competitors!  NCS was extremely well represented on-island and off  this 
summer. 

The 420 race team participated in 6 major off-island events: Cummings Cup Championship, West 
Dennis Jr Regatta, New Bedford Jr Regatta, Falmouth Regatta, CJ Buckley Regatta, and Scituate 

Junior Regatta; and 2 on-island events: the GHYC Jobson Cup and Nantucket Race Week. 

The Opti race team participated in 5 major off-island events: Stone Horse Opti Regatta, Bass River 
Opti Regatta, Wianno Opti Regatta, Hyannis Youth Invitational, Scituate Jr Regatta; and 3 on-island 

events: Coffin Cup, GHYC Jobson Cup and Nantucket Race Week. 

What a huge feat it is for our coaches to organize, travel to, coach at and report on these events – so 
that our students can have the invaluable experience of  sailing in new places and different conditions, 

while representing NCS – and so we can read about it!  Thank you coaches!

Lastly, thank you to all of  our parents and supporters.  Without your support, none of  these 
accomplishments would have been possible. Have a wonderful winter and see you next year!

 

 

 

THANK YOU! 


